HZM - Here is the Future
Cryptocurrency has a demonstrated ability to change the world as we know it. In recent years,
cryptocurrencies have made peer-to-peer currency trading easier than ever. Now, we believe it's
time to harness cryptocurrency's capabilities to change the way we do business.

What is HZM Coin?
HZM Coin is a decentralized utility token built on Ethereum (ERC-20) blockchain. The coin is
designed to be as accessible and user-friendly as possible so that users worldwide can make safe
and convenient transactions daily.
Like other cryptocurrencies before it, HZM Coin aims to eliminate the issues associated with
traditional currencies. Thanks to blockchain technology. By using decentralization, the HZM coin
effectively erases borders between cryptocurrency traders.

About HZM Coin:
Token Name:
Smart Contract:
Token Ticker:
Token Platform:
Token Standard:
Max Supply:
Burned:
Total Supply:

HZM Coin
0xec1b7eb3d3cfac7027fa60b5376e5eadef4f1300
HZM
Ethereum Blockchain
ERC20
100 Billion (Maximum amount of coins that will ever exist)
95.55 Billion Total
4.45 Billion (Max supply minus any coins that have been burned)

How Does HZM Coin Work?
HZM Coin runs on Ethereum blockchain, which secures transactions by storing them in ledgers
and distributing them across various networks; this makes the currency virtually immune to

hacking or interference. The coin is much safer than conventional currencies due to the lack of a
single point of contact (typically found in computer-based storing systems used by banks.)
HZM Coin's decentralized blockchain system spreads information across several different
'decision makers' who must all agree that a transaction can move forward. This method creates
more privacy because no single entity or person has access to all of your information. The
process also makes information harder to track, and thus, more difficult to meddle with.
HZM Coin's peer-to-peer decision-making process offers users a more reliable alternative to
traditional coin transactions by protecting anonymity and increasing security. Transactions are
recorded at multiple locations and by more than one person. Ultimately, decentralization makes
for safer and easier transactions that aren't subject to third-party fees.

What does HZM mean?
HZM “Hazam” stems from the Arabic word for "firmness." The name represents HZM's integrity
and commitment to improving safety and well-being worldwide.

Why the Camel?
The camel emblem signifies a long journey, recouping your energy and the ability to persevere in
the face of life's challenges. In a broader sense, the emblem represents the potential to
overcome adversity and create positive change.

Our Mission
HZM, is backed by a crypto ‘Souq’ (or market) which allows people to buy, sell and rent using
crypto currencies. Alongside this unique marketplace, HZM is rolling out a slew of multigenerational mobile games.

Crypto Souq
Crypto Souq is a platform powered by HZM Coin that makes it simple and secure for assets,
goods and services to be purchased, sold and rented using crypto currencies.
This platform gives users the ability to exchange value, digitally, from person to person
(“P2P”), quickly, securely, and efficiently without the need to use third parties.

Crypto market is a new business model that transitioning the way we use our crypto, in
other word we are not creating a new busines model; we are transitioning an entire global
industry.
Crypto Souq connects Asset’s owners and Crypto holders to trade in everything such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cars & Bikes
Boats & Jet Ski
Tools & Equipment
Electronic & Furniture
Properties
Services
Others

Crypto Souq fees

•
•
•
•
•

Free for all users with regular accounts.
Verified Users fees to be Paid in HZM.
Companies fees to be Paid in HZM.
Premium listing fees to be paid in HZM.
Adding a new coin as a method of payment Fees to be paid in HZM.
Note: Pricing to be disclosed.

HZM Games
Three games backed up by crypto, where users can play for free and win crypto, to go
public starting by Q4 2021:
• HZM BasketBall
• HZM Carrom
• HZM – The Camel

Why and where can I buy HZM?
HZM Coin will only be available on centralized exchanges from HZM team. To prevent any
inappropriate, scam or unknown transactions. We are keen to make HZM the most transaparent
cryptocurrency that is available on the market. Thus, the number of wallets/holders will not be
as much on etherscan, as most of the holders will be under the umberalls of the centerlized
exchanges.

Roadmap:

